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Imagine you are one of the co-authors

Imagine

your name is «Wang»
Imagine your given name begins with «C»
Imagine

you don‘t have an ORCID ID
Thank god

Chengshu Wang has an ORCID ID
ORCID ID

What is it?

Open Researcher and Contributer ID

• Founded in 2010; service started in 2012
• Non-profit, non-proprietary, open
• Global, interdisciplinary
• Independent, community-driven
• Free for individuals
• Supported by organizational members who support their users through integrations

http://orcid.org/0000-0001-8871-0995
ORCID ID solves name ambiguity problem

ORCID ID

by Li, J.

0000-1357-2468-0000

Li, Ji
Li, Jian
Li, Jianzhong
Li, Jiang
Li, Jun
Li, Jason Li

Hong Kong Baptist University (2017): ORCID @ HKBU. http://hkbu.libguides.com/c.php?g=159326&p=1042873
ORCID ID solves name ambiguity problem

ORCID stays with you throughout your career
ORCID
your record
ORCID is not a profile system

**ORCID**
- Open
- Managed by researchers + ORCID community

**Profile systems**
- Proprietary & closed
- Managed by researchers themselves

Using ORCID ID is time saving
ORCID

@ publishers
ORCID

give permission

Submission systems can prompt authors to log in with their ORCID, and populate authors’ basic information (bio, email address etc), and embed ORCID IDs when the article is accepted.

ORCID
@ SNSF
ORCID
@ UniBE

Stand: 13.11.2018
ORCID
@ UniBE
Thank you for your attention!
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